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I was putting the finishing touches on a lecture titled “Exploring the Solar System;” I wanted to put a couple
images of the orbits of the moons of the planets. Now, I KNEW that Jupiter had 67 moons, and I KNEW that
several of them were captured comets and asteroids… but I did not expect to see this when I zoomed out to
show the orbits of Jupiter’s outer moons from above—I was gobsmacked! I can’t remember having seen an
image like this in any tomes of Astronomy that I have browsed. - Bob Trembley
Orbits of Jupiter’s
outer moons
(Top-down)

Image from Celestia
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Orbits of Jupiter’s
outer moons
(Ecliptic-plane)

Image from Celestia

miniscule coverage of Astronomy in the K-12
curriculum.
The members of the WAS possess knowledge of
Astronomy and Space Science far and above that of
I’ve been making noises about wanting to create a the general public; we are in a position to be able to
WAS Education Special Interest Group for a while address these issues.
now—the following is a rough draft of my ideas. I’ve
sent this to the board, and a couple other members. The WAS Education SIG will address these issues
I’ve gotten some positive responses, and some as follows:
members have responded that they would be  Creating and making freely available (WASinterested in helping.
branded) resources for teachers and students.
WAS Education Special Interest Group Proposal



Holding teacher Make-and-Takes.

Purpose:



Conducting in-depth Teacher education seminars,
which also offer continuing education credits.

The purpose of the WAS Education Special Interest
Group is the greatly improve Astronomy education in 
Michigan (with an eye towards the entire USA).

Evaluating the Michigan Science curriculum, and/
or the Common Core coverage of Astronomy, and
offer supplementary materials where deemed
appropriate.

Members of the WAS who have performed
Astronomy Outreach have all had the similar
experiences with the general public's near total lack of It is highly likely that the Education SIG will be
knowledge of Astronomy. This leads directly back to working hand-in-hand with the Outreach group.
many Science teachers possessing inadequate
knowledge (or none at all) of Astronomy, and
(Continued on page 4)
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(Continued from page 3)

Make and Takes
A “Make and Take” is an event where local teachers
get together and circulate around an area with
presenters that have display boards showcasing a
specific topic (the Sun, planets, galaxies, etc.). The
teachers go to these presenters, each who will have
materials pertinent to their specific topics and grade
levels; the goal being that each teacher walks away
with a handful of lesson plans and labs that can be
easily implemented in their classroom. We will also
provide supplementary educational materials and
resources to assist teachers and students. For teachers
who are not comfortable or confident in astronomy
this will be invaluable!
The Kensington Astronomy at the Beach event
would be the perfect place to do something like this.
At the very least, we could have teacher resources at
the WAS table, or at a separate Education table.

Teacher and Student Resources
Evaluation of the Curriculum: SIG members will
evaluate the current Michigan Science education
standards, AND the Common Core Science sections,
identify where Astronomy is being taught, evaluate
how well it is being presented in the standards, and
make suggestions on what is missing, and what needs
to be expanded.
Handouts and supplementary materials: SIG
members will use their knowledge, that of other
WAS members, and of our extensive set of contacts,
to find and/or create Astronomy-related handouts,
pamphlets, and educational materials that address the
shortcomings in the current curriculum. Some of
these may be good as freebies at Stargate.
Lecturers: WAS lecturers should have full access to
any materials we create or use. This will require
coordination with the Outreach group.
One stop location for astronomy resources on the
Web: There are WAY too many astronomy-related
websites for "normal" teachers to filter it all - so we'll
do it for them. Education SIG members will make a
list of websites that have educational and astronomy
-related material on them, that we agree would be
useful to teachers.
Throughout the year, SIG
members will make note of new websites that should
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be on our list, and SIG members will revise this list
as needed.

Teacher Education Seminars
A long term goal of the Education SIG will be
offering teacher seminars, similar to those being
offered by the Space Foundation in Colorado—see:
http://www.spacefoundation.org/education.
This
will require quite a bit of planning, and effort. We
will have to determine if these will be free, or if
there will be a fee (and how this would all work
with the WAS being a non-profit). I’ve got some
information on how to get education programs
accredited to offer teacher continuing education
credits—which would be an incentive to teacher to
attend.
Did I mention “a lot of work?” How about “this is
a rough draft?”
When it comes to accomplishing these tasks, I’ll be
doing a LOT of research—and you know what
Wernher von Braun said about research...
Bob Trembley

Letter to the Board
I wanted to thank the board for awarding me the
Searles award. It was totally unexpected but much
appreciated.
While it was in recognition for the various things I
have been involved in with WAS as an officer and
volunteer I wanted to tell all how much I enjoy all that
I do through the club. In particular I enjoy the public
outreach....especially to youngsters. It is very
rewarding when I see evidence that our presentations
have sparked curiousity to learn more about
science....perhaps pursuing careers in Science,
Engineering, and Math. While there is no pay for what
we do, there is immense satisfaction when a youngster
tells me how much they enjoy our talks.
I have one neat story of how our efforts DO influence
youth. The year my son graduated from high school,
two twin girls from his class who lived in the house
(Continued on page 5)

(Continued from page 4)

people in our club through awards like the Searles, it
is amazing how much many of our members do and
there are many others that need recognition. I belong
to three other astronomy clubs in addition to WAS
and two music societies. Frankly while they are fine,
none are at the level of WAS for member
participation. Other clubs that I belong to have a
difficult time getting more than a handful of people to
do everything. In WAS the volunteers are many and
enthusiastic and that is what makes WAS so special.

behind mine were having a graduation party late into
the night. Around 11:00 I went out in the dark to
look for a ISS pass. I could hear the kids talking and
one of the visiting boys noted that the ISS was going
to pass over. He said that he really got interested in
astronomy ever since that cool talk by those guys
who came to their school in the 5th grade. He was
referring to our annual presentation at the grade
school. I went in to my house with the biggest smile
on my face and told my wife how much it meant to Again thanks very much for the recognition!
me to have affirmation of our efforts.
Bob Berta
While it is neat to recognize the efforts of some

The M-33 Galaxy in Triangulum

Stack of thirty, one minute exposures; Canon Rebel Xsi DSLR
Orion 8" astrograph reflector
Photo by Ralph DeCew , October 22, 2014
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Astronomy presentations and lectures twice
each month at 7:30 PM:


First Monday at Cranbrook Institute of
Science.



Third Thursday at Macomb Community
College - South Campus Building J (Library)

Jan. 5 ........ Cranbrook ..... Joe Tocco
Jan. 15 ...... Macomb ........ Jeff MacLeod
Feb. 2 ....... Cranbrook ..... Bob Berta
Feb. 19 ..... Macomb ........ Bob Trembley
Mar. 2 ....... Cranbrook
Jonathan Hall &
Diane Hall
Mar. 19 ..... Macomb ........ Dale Thieme
Apr. 6 ........ Cranbrook ..... Gary Ross
Apr. 16 ...... Macomb ........ Dale Partin
May. 4 ....... Cranbrook ..... Ralph DeCew
May. 21 ..... Macomb ........ Bill Beers
Jun. 1 ........ Cranbrook ..... Ken Bertin
Jun. 18 ...... Macomb ........ Chuck Dezelah
Jul. 6 ......... Cranbrook ..... Brian Thieme
Jul. 16 ....... Macomb ........ Riyad Matti
Aug. 3 ....... Cranbrook ..... jon Blum
Aug. 20 ..... Macomb ........ Dennis David
Sep. 14 ..... Cranbrook ..... Cliff Jones
Sep. 17 ..... Macomb ........ Mile O’Dowd
Oct. 5 ........ Cranbrook
Alan & Cheryl
Kaplan
Oct. 15 ...... Macomb ........ Dick Gala
Nov. 2 ....... Cranbrook ..... Jim Shedlowsky
Nov. 19 ..... Macomb ........ Angelo DiDonato
Dec. 7 ....... Cranbrook ..... Dave Bailey
If you are unable to bring the snacks on your
scheduled day, or if you need to reschedule, please
email the board at board@warrenastro.org as soon
as you are able so that other arrangements can be
made.
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Grab some snacks, come on over, and talk
astronomy, space news, and whatnot!
The WAS Discussion Group meetings take place at the
home of Gary and Patty Gathen, from 8 -11 PM, on
the fourth Thursday of the month, from JanuaryOctober. Different dates are scheduled for November
and December due to the holidays. The Gathens live at
21 Elm Park Blvd. in Pleasant Ridge—three blocks
south of l-696, about half a block west of Woodward
Ave.
The agenda is generally centered around discussions of
science and astronomy topics. Soft drinks are provided,
snacks are contributed by attendees. Anywhere from 4
to 16 members and guests typically attend. Gary can be
reached at (248) 543-5400, and gary@gathen.net.
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January Society Presentations .........................9
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Stream of Craters.
Credit: NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center/Arizona State University

President’s Field of View
Welcome to a new year! Between the triple question. But since a fully tax-deductible Detroit
transit of Jupiter's moons the day before our Institute of Arts membership gets you discounts
normal open house and the unexpected at the store and several publications in the mail,
pleasures of a big, bright comet (C/2014 Q2 and ours just gets you a membership card and a
Lovejoy), we're starting the year off with a bang. yearly renewal mailer, we're pretty certain.
Speaking as somebody who's frozen his knees SECOND: Speaking of the yearly renewal
off at Stargate on a
mailer, you should have
number of occasions,
it in your mailbox by the
The
WAS
has
officially
been
I'm looking forward to
end of the month. You
having a nice cozy
recognized as a 501(c)(3) don't have to wait for it
dome with a beautiful
to renew, of course.
telescope to observe
Even if you've already
nonprofit
these celestial wonders
renewed, don't recycle it
with. (Let's hope that if
right away - it also
Detroit
is
spared
contains a handy pullclouding out one night this year, it's the triple out calendar of events and a letter from the
transit night - we won't see another for nearly a board that we hope is worth a quick perusal.
decade.) Wherever you observe, make sure to
insulate yourself appropriately and take some We only currently accept cash or check for
warming breaks.
renewals and memberships. This will change in
2015 - once we have the corrected 501(c)(3)
Two important announcements for a new year:
determination letter, we'll be able to start taking
payments by credit and debit card both online
FIRST: The WAS has officially been recognized and in person. We hope this will make it easier
as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit by the IRS, retroactive for new members to sign up as well.
to October 2013! There was some confusion in
the issuance of our tax ID number, so we're I know we seem financially in a great place right
working on getting a replacement recognition now, and I know that you don't really get
letter, which I think we're supposed to publish. anything tangible for your membership dollars,
Look for an article in a future WASP on that so it might be tempting to not renew. You'll still
subject.
be welcome at meetings and observing nights,
of course. But know that your membership
In the meantime, though, any donations you've money is an investment: not just in maintaining/
made in 2014 (and going forward) are improving our facilities and equipment, not just
deductible on your federal taxes. Our treasurer in securing the long-term future of the club, but,
Dale Thieme stands ready to write you a letter in our small way, in opening the minds and
recognizing your contribution. (In the interests of altering the perspective of our fellow citizens. In
not killing Dale, it might be best to ask him for a making the world better.
letter only if you've given $10 or more.)
Have a peaceful, healthy, happy 2015, and clear
We're also pretty sure that your membership skies.
fees are also fully tax-deductible, as you don't
Jonathan Kade
receive any special goods or services for your
money. We're continuing to research the
7

Comet Lovejoy passing M79. Credit: Chris Schur
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Aldebaran 1.4°S of Moon
Quadrantid Meteor Shower
Earth at Perihelion: 0.98328 AU
FULL MOON
Jupiter 5.1°N of Moon
Regulus 4.1°N of Moon
Moon at Apogee: 405411 km
Mercury 0.6° of Venus
Moon at Ascending Node
Spica 3.1°S of Moon
LAST QUARTER MOON
Mercury at Greatest Elong: 18.9°E
Saturn 1.9°S of Moon
NEW MOON
Mars passes 0.2 degrees from
Neptune
Mercury 3.0°S of Moon
Moon at Perigee: 359643 km
Mercury at Perihelion
Venus 5.6°S of Moon
Mars 3.9°S of Moon
Triple Shadow Transit of Jupiter’s
Moons
Moon at Descending Node
FIRST QUARTER MOON
Aldebaran 1.2°S of Moon
Mercury at Inferior Conjunction

Data From: http://www.astropixels.com/ephemeris/astrocal/astrocal2015est.html

Triple Transit of Jupiter’s Moons: 24 Jan 2015. Image credit: Celestia
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Conjunction of Mars, Venus, and Mercury: 17 Jan 2015. Image credit: Stellarium

At every meeting of the Warren Astronomical Society, members or guest lecturers give astronomy
presentations. Here is a list of scheduled presentations for the next few months:

Jan. 5 - Cranbrook

Dale Partin

The Grid - Is It Safe? Are You Safe?
Four threats to the U.S. electric grid were discussed. First,
a massive Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) could generate an
electromagnetic pulse that could destroy the grid. A very
large CME that could have done this missed the earth in
2012. Secondly, terrorists could disable the grid via a
physical attack on it or a cyber attack on its control
systems. Finally, a nuclear bomb exploding high over the
central U.S. that would generate an electromagnetic pulse
(EMP) that would destroy the grid. The consequences of
such events would be potentially catastrophic, with much of
the grid disabled for up to two years and millions of people
dying. The government and utilities appear to be at an
early stage of efforts to harden the grid against such threats.
Dale filled in for an ailing Bob Trembley on this date.

Jan. 5 - Cranbrook

Joe Tocco

Dominic de Guzmán, patron Saint of
Astronomers. (short)
St. Dominic de Guzman was born in 1170 AD. Founder of
the Dominican order might be his most notable legacy but
how did he become the Patron Saint of
Astronomers? How did the Catholic Church balance
religion and science? Why did the Church patronize
Dominic and the Science of Astronomy, yet centuries later
prosecute Galileo? Curious?

Joseph has been an active member of the Warren
Astronomical Society since the summer of 2011 and is
also an active member of the Seven Ponds Astronomy
Club. As a young teen he
was also an active
member of the Warren
club and remembers the
mentoring that he received
from many past club members. He enjoys the opportunities to repay that
kindness now. Joseph is the Service Manager for a Systems Integration
company where he has worked for the past 26 years, prior to that he served
proudly in the US Coast Guard as an Avionics Technician. Currently he
serves on the Board as the Observatory Chairman. Joseph resides in
Waterford.

St. Dominic de Guzman
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Jan. 15 - Macomb

Dave Bailey

Dealing with Solar Warming Over the Next Three
Billion Years
Dave will discuss various strategies for dealing with solar
warming as the Sun changes, including expanding the
Earth’s orbit, putting up a sunscreen near the L1 point,
changing the color/albedo of the Earth, and ultimately
moving the human population to increasingly distant parts
of the solar system.
Dave is well-known in this organization for giving
challenging and sometimes perplexing presentations with
some physics content. This is a major activity of his some might even wonder if it borders on an addiction!
Dave says that he was into astronomy before he was born;
his parents met as graduate students at the Yerkes
Observatory in the 1930s. He also studied under Carl
Sagan and other leading astronomers at Harvard.

Feb. 2

Cranbrook

Bob Trembley

Exploring the Solar System

Feb. 2

Cranbrook

Brian Klaus

Eclipse 2017 (short)

Feb. 19

Macomb

Ken Bertin, et al.

In the News 2014

Mar. 2

Cranbrook

Bob Berta

Ancient British Isles Astronomy

Dr. Jerry Dunifer

The Fire Tornado and Liquid Nitrogen Geysers (short)

Mar. 19

Macomb

Dave Bailey

Geoengineering the Earth

Apr. 6

Cranbrook

Diane Hall & Ken Bertin

Women in Astronomy

Jeff MacLeod

The Distance to the Moon (short)

Apr. 16

Macomb

Nicole Zellner

What We Learned About the Moon from the Apollo Missions

May 4

Cranbrook

Dr. Edward Cackett

Neutron Stars: Humanity in a Sugar Cube

May 4

Cranbrook

Ken Bertin

History of the Telescope, Part 2 (short)

May 14

Macomb

Jonathan Kade & Diane Hall

Warren Astronomical Society Arizona Extension

Jun. 1

Cranbrook

Bob Trembley

The Dawn Mission at Ceres

Presentation slots are available for the later half of 2015. If YOU would like to give a presentation at a Warren
Astronomical Society meeting, contact: Dale Partin. firstvp@warrenastro.org. Presentations can be 5, 10, 15
or 40 minutes in length. Topics can include things such as: star party and convention reports, astronomy,
cosmology, personal projects, science, technology, historical figures, How-To’s, etc…
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The WAS welcomes Diane Hall to the board as the 2015 Outreach Coordinator.
January 23—Grosse Pointe Woods Library (volunteers needed)
Nick Di Cresce, one of the interpreters from Lake St. Clair Metro Park, is doing a family night sky program at
the Grosse Pointe Woods Library on January 23. He would like some volunteer astronomers with telescopes to
set up outside for the families to come out and observe the night sky after the indoor portion.
The indoor program will start at 6pm. Nick will do a short night sky program, and have a few indoor crafts for
families to do, then get them outside 6:30-6:45. The program would run till 9pm. Previous programs at the
library have drawn from 70 to 100 people of all ages. We have a couple of volunteers but if you can come
we’d greatly appreciate it.
January 30—Scouts at Cranbrook (volunteers needed)
February 27—Scouts at Cranbrook (volunteers needed)
April 24—Scouts at Cranbrook (volunteers needed)
Diane Hall
Help us with Outreach! With the growing number of requests, we’ve developed a pool of
members who are involved with our Astronomy Outreach outings—we could always use more!

Triple Shadow Transit of
Jupiter's Moons
A Special Once-in-a-Decade Stargate
Observatory Open House Event!
Friday, January 23, 2015
10:30 PM—2:00 AM

The Warren
Astronomical
Society will be
Participating in:

Triple Transit of Jupiter’s Moons: 24 Jan 2015. Image credit: Celestia
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December Open-house
The December Open-house was held on Saturday the 27th, five days following the New Moon.
The observatory was opened at 5:30 PM to overcast skies and cold temperatures. Riyad Matti joined me to tinker,
and work on the telescope and observatory. He helped me install voltage and current meters for the two new
power supplies. Several people (both club members and the general public) called and wanted to come and look
through the telescope but the inclement weather squashed their interest and motivation. The observatory was
closed at 8:30 PM.

January Open-house(s)
January 23rd (Friday) Stargate will be open by 10:00 PM (weather permitting) to view a rare triple-shadow transit
of Jupiter which starts at 1:26 AM. Callisto (10:10 PM,) Io (11:36 PM,) and finally Europa will join the other two
at 1:26 AM. The Triple-transit event lasts roughly 30 minutes and ends at 1:52 AM.
The regular Open-house is scheduled for Saturday the 24th, four days following the New Moon. There will be a
nice waxing crescent moon that will be visible until it sets in the West at 11:00 PM. Sunset is at 5:33 PM and
Astronomical Twilight ends at 7:12 PM. Arrive just before sunset (or sooner if you plan to set up a scope.)
A friendly reminder to be courteous if you arrive after dark and dim your headlights upon entry to the park, also
no white light flashlights at all.
If you are setting up a large scope or have a lot of equipment to set up then you are permitted to park on the
observing field preferably with your vehicle lights pointed away from the observatory and other telescopes.

Observatory Update
The Kalinowski-Khula telescope continues to perform beautifully. The Explore Scientific 80mm APO refractor is
has been installed and Ken Bertin enjoyed first light, fitting considering he donated the funds to purchase the
scope. Skies were not ideal but it’s clear that the scope will be an outstanding addition to Stargate!
A friendly reminder to be courteous if you arrive after dark and dim your headlights upon entry to the park, also
no white light flashlights at all. If you are setting up a large scope or have a lot of equipment to set up then you are
permitted to park on the observing field preferably with your vehicle lights pointed away from the observatory and
other telescopes.
Joe Tocco
2nd VP
Stargate Observatory Chairman

A VERY tiny portion of M31 from the Hi-Def Panoramic View. Credit: NASA, ESA, B.F.Williams, L.C. Johnson, PHAT team, R. Gendler
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A new Explore Scientific 80mm
APO refractor was installed at
Stargate last month (a generous
gift to the club from Ken Bertin.)
It will be used as a finder/guide
scope with an illuminated 32mm
eyepiece providing a 5.5 degree
FOV.
Ken also purchased a fieldflattener with the telescope so it
will perform incredibly well as a
480mm imaging scope although
there are no provisions for autoguiding at this time. This
telescope will also provide
beautiful wide field visual
observing.
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Monthly Free Astronomy Open House
and Star Party
4th Saturday of every month in 2015!
January 24, 2015,
February 28, March 28, April 25

Wolcott Mill Metropark
Camp Rotary entrance


Sky tours.



Look through several different
telescopes.



Get help with your telescope.



We can schedule special
presentations and outings
for scouts, student or
community groups.

(off 29-mile road, just east of Wolcott Rd.)

Contact: outreach@warrenastro.org
Find us on MeetUp.com:
Observatory Rules:

Artwork: Brian Thieme

1. Closing time depends on weather, etc.
2. May be closed one hour after opening time if no members arrive within the first hour.
3. Contact the 2nd VP for other arrangements, such as late arrival time. Call (586) 634-6240 .
4. An alternate person may be appointed to open.
5. Members may arrive before or stay after the scheduled open house time.
6. Dates are subject to change or cancellation depending on weather or staff availability.
7. Postings to the Yahoo Group and/or email no later than 2 hours before starting time in case of date change or cancellation.
8. It is best to call or email the 2nd VP at least 2 hours before the posted opening with any questions. Later emails may not be receivable.
9. Generally, only strong rain or snow will prevent the open house... the plan is to be there even if it is clouded over. Often, the weather is cloudy, but it
clears up as the evening progresses.
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Credit: Ceburn Jack Swinden, 13 August 2014

Shower

Active

Peak

Quadrantids

Jan. 1-10

Jan. 3-4

Radiant: 15:18 +49.5° - ZHR: 120 - Velocity: 26 miles/sec (medium - 42.2km/sec) - Parent Object: 2003 EH (Asteroid)

Lyrids

Apr. 16-25

Apr. 22-23

Radiant: 18:04 +34° - ZHR: 18 - Velocity: 30 miles/sec (medium - 48.4km/sec) - Parent Object: C/1861 G1 (Thatcher)

Eta Aquariids

Apr. 19-May 26.

May 6-7

Radiant: 22:32 -1° - ZHR: 55 - Velocity: 42 miles/sec (swift - 66.9km/sec) - Parent Object: 1P/Halley

Delta Aquariids

Jul. 21-Aug. 23

Jul. 28-29

Radiant: 22:40 -16.4° - ZHR: 16 - Velocity: 26 miles/sec (medium - 42km/sec) - Parent Object: 96P/Machholz?

Alpha Capricornids

Jul. 11-Aug. 10

Jul. 27-28

Radiant: 20:28 -10.2° - ZHR: 5 - Velocity: 15 miles/sec (slow - 24km/sec) - Parent Object: 169P/NEAT

Perseids

Jul. 13-Aug. 26

Aug. 11-12

Radiant: 03:12 +57.6° - ZHR: 100 - Velocity: 37 miles/sec (swift - 60km/sec) - Parent Object: 109P/Swift-Tuttle

Orionids

Oct. 4-Nov. 14

Oct. 21-22

Radiant: 06:20 +15.5° - ZHR: 25 - Velocity: 41 miles/sec (swift - 67km/sec) - Parent Object: 1P/Halley

Southern Taurids

Sept. 7-Nov. 19

Oct. 23-24

Radiant: 02:08 +8.7° - ZHR: 5 - Velocity: 17 miles/sec (slow - 28km/sec) - Parent Object: 2P/Encke

Northern Taurids

Oct. 19-Dec. 10

Nov. 11-12

Radiant: 03:52 +22.7° - ZHR: 5 - Velocity: 18 miles/sec (medium - 30km/sec) - Parent Object: 2P/Encke

Leonids

Nov. 5-30

Nov. 17-18

Radiant: 10:08 +21.6° - ZHR: 15 - Velocity: 44 miles/sec (swift - 71km/sec) - Parent Object: 55P/Tempel-Tuttle

Geminids

Dec. 4-16

Dec. 13-14

Radiant: 07:28 +32.2° - ZHR: 120 - Velocity: 22 miles/sec (medium - 35km/sec) - Parent Object: 3200 Phaethon
(asteroid)

Ursids

Dec. 17-23

Dec. 21-22

Radiant: 14:28 +74.8° - ZHR: 10 - Velocity: 20 miles/sec (medium - 32km/sec) - Parent Object: 8P/Tuttle

Data From: http://www.amsmeteors.org/meteor-showers/meteor-shower-calendar/?y=2015
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Shoemaker Crater . Image obtained: 1 Jan 1999
Resembling splotches of yellow and green paint, salt-encrusted seasonal lakes dot the floor of Western Australia's
Shoemaker impact structure. The structure was formed about 1.7 billion years ago and is currently the oldest known
impact site in Australia.
Image source: http://eros.usgs.gov/imagegallery/earth-art-2#http://eros.usgs.gov/sites/all/files/external/imagegallery/2112
See other USGS satellite images at: http://eros.usgs.gov/imagegallery
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OBJECT
By Chuck Dezelah
NGC 1502 is an attractive open cluster in the
constellation Camelopardalis. The cluster is small for
an object of its type, with an angular diameter of only
about 8’. It has an integrated apparent magnitude of
6.8, and a Trumpler classification of II3p, indicating
that it is moderately well separated from the field
stars, has a wide range of stellar magnitudes, but is
poor in number of stars. NGC 1502 is appealing due
to this distinctive combination of qualities; open
clusters that are small, bright, conspicuous, and
Source: Digitized Sky Survey; FoV = 0.5º
contain widely varying brightness in their individual
stars tend to bedazzle observers. Additionally, such objects can also accommodate higher magnification than
usual for open cluster observing, which has the added effect of helping viewers to better discern specific stars
and stellar patterns without losing the sense of context. NGC 1502 is exceptional in that is lies at one terminus
of the famous asterism known as Kemble’s Cascade, a 4-degree long string of closely spaced 7th and 8th
magnitude stars that is readily seen in binoculars from sites with moderate levels of light pollution.
Unfortunately, NGC 1502 is not particularly easy to locate without the use of electronic aid, as it is lies
quite distant from any notable marker stars. It is a star hop of about 6.5° to the southwest to find the object
when starting from α Camelopardalis (mag. 4.26). It is
about 7° to the west northwest of β Camelopardalis
(mag. 4.03), which means that one could feasibly
pinpoint the cluster by considering it as the third corner
of an equilateral triangle containing these two stars.
Under brightly lit skies, however, things become more
difficult, as the nearest star brighter than magnitude 3.5
is over 12° away. At the eyepiece NGC 1502 should be
fairly obvious to experienced observers in telescopes of
at least 4-inch aperture under moderately dark skies. It
should be an interesting object at all telescopic
magnifications, but is particularly pleasant at 50-100x.
The brightest stars in the cluster are paired as a striking
bluish-white double of nearly equal magnitude (mag.
6.95, 7.08; sep. 17.7”; PA: 306°). Other member stars
are notably dimmer. The planetary nebula NGC 1501 is
also in the vicinity (about 1.5° south) and is worth
examining.
Image Credit: Cartes du Ciel

This column is a recurring feature written with the intention of introducing a new object each month that is visible from
Stargate Observatory using a moderate-sized telescope typical of beginner and intermediate level amateur astronomers. In
particular, special focus will be given to objects that are not among the common objects with which most observers are
already familiar, but instead articles will mainly give attention to “hidden gems” or underappreciated attributes of the night sky.
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MEMBERSHIP

EXPENSES

We currently have 132 members (22 of which are
family memberships).

$35.00
Snacks
$3,820.00 D&G Optical (Larry F. Kalinowski
Refractor)

INCOME AND EXPENDITURES (SUMMARY)
We took in $1226.59 and spent $3855.00. We have
$16,774.63 in the bank and $196.04 in cash, totaling
$16,970.67 as of 11/30/2014.

$10,882.05 Total donated to date for new telescope and
observatory
Dale Thieme, Treasurer
November 30, 2014

INCOME
$213.00
$49.59
$20.00
$5.00
$2.00
$802.00
$135.00
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Memberships
Snacks
General fund
Postage for calendar
Merchandise
Annual Banquet
2015 Calendar

The Farmer’s Almanac calls January’s Moon
the "Wolf Moon." It is also known as the "Old
Moon," “Cold Moon,” Chaste Moon.”

WAS Board Meeting
December 1, 2014

Secretary: The minutes from last month’s board
meeting and general meetings are in the latest issue of
Board members present: Jonathan Kade, Joe Tocco, the WASP. The writing of and plans for the letter
Dale Thieme, Angelo DiDonato and Bob Trembley. associated with lifetime membership for Andy Khula
Chuck Dezelah and Dale Partin were absent. Chuck was reported on and discussed.
joined the discussion remotely via Skype. Incoming
officer for 2015, Diane Hall was also present.
Outreach: Angelo announced and described the
upcoming outreach event schedule, which listed in the
Jonathan brought the board meeting to order at outreach section of the newsletter. In particular, he
described plans for a Boy Scout event planned for
6:30pm.
November 6th and a Girl Scout event at Cranbrook on
November 12th.
Reports:
Publication: The latest issue of the WASP newsletter
President: Upon bringing the meeting to order, would be available online upon completion and
Jonathan called the board members’ attention to his approval of submitted materials.
meeting agenda. In place of Dale P., who was absent,
Jonathan presented and reviewed the upcoming
speaker schedule. He then called on each Board Old Business:
Member in turn and asked for their reports.
There was a discussion of possible ideas and
goals for an upgrade to the WAS website. It would
appear that Jonathan and Bob would likely take a
1st Vice President: Jonathan Kade presented an leading role in this work considering their background
overview of the upcoming speaker schedule in place in computers. This topic will be revisited in future
of Dale P.
meetings.
Regarding the 501(c)(3) charitable status: the
IRS
has
replied that we need to contact the Cincinnati
2 Vice President: The status of the observatory and
IRS
office
and notify them of our EIN status and
the open house schedule were discussed. Joe reported
that he hopes to have the 80mm guide scope in place request a change. This should be done within 60 days.
by the next open house. He said that the old 80mm
The draft letter for Andy Khula’s lifetime
scope would be returned to the seller, as its condition membership was reviewed and discussed. The draft
was not “new and unused” as was described. The dust was accepted and plans were made for its signature
cover situation for the refractor was resolved.
and framing for display.
nd

Treasurer: Dale T. gave an overview of the
monetary situation of the WAS account, which is
described in detail in the current issue of the WASP
newsletter as part of the Treasurer’s report. He
reported that there are in total 132 memberships and
about $16k in the bank account as of November 30th.
The check to D&G optical for the refractor had not
been cashed as of the time of the meeting.
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The timing of the schedule of events for the
Banquet was reviewed and confirmed. The bar would
open at 6:30, dinner would be served at 7:30, the
presentation would proceed at 8:30, and awards
would be presented at 9:30, followed immediately by
door prize drawings.
(Continued on page 21)

(Continued from page 20)

Officer reports:

New Business:
The board introduced and discussed the
situation of how to proceed for anyone who wishes to
attend the presentation at the banquet, but does not
wish to eat (and therefore pay the full banquet price).
It was resolved that a limited number of exceptions
could be made, but would need to be discussed with
DeCarlo’s to make proper arrangements.
Jonathan agreed to make programs for the
banquet and have them printed. He would obtain the
template used last year (from Debra?) to simplify the
process.
Dale T. agreed to print out placards listing the
sponsors of the Banquet who contributed door prizes
for the Raffle.
The board discussed the amounts to be given
to servers and bartenders as tips. It was voted and
unanimously agreed that a $40 tip would be given to
the server, a $20 tip would be given to assistant
servers (if any), and a $10 tip supplement would be
given to the bartender. It was assumed that the
bartender would be getting a significant amount of
tips from those purchasing drinks.
The board discussed the amount to be given to
the pianist as a gift on behalf of the organization for
his extra effort in helping make our event pleasant. It
was resolved that a $50 gift card or gift of cash would
be appropriate.
The board voted unanimously to reimburse
Jonathan for the amount spent on ordering the 2015
calendars. An amount totaling $637.28 was spent on
50 calendars, which the WAS sells for $15 each.

The board meeting was closed at 7:25pm.

WAS General Meeting
Cranbrook, December 1, 2014

President: Jonathan opened the meeting and
introduced himself. The attendees announced their
names and first time visitors were welcomed.
Jonathan announced the approaching banquet, as well
as the upcoming sale of WAS calendars. Jonathan
called on officers to in turn provide their reports.
1st Vice President: Dale P. was absent. Diane filled
in and announced the upcoming speaker schedule for
the next few meetings.
2nd Vice President: The upcoming dates for Stargate
observatory open houses were announced. Joe also
provided an update on the Kalinowski telescope and
Khula mount status.
Treasurer: The financial situation and membership
totals were reviewed in brief by Dale T. Details can
be found in the Treasurer’s report section of this
newsletter. It was announced that we have
approximately $16k in the account at the time of the
meeting.
Secretary: Chuck was not present. The minutes of
each board meeting will be in the following issue of
the WASP newsletter.

Outreach: Angelo announced upcoming events and
provided a brief review of recent past outreach
events. Details can be found in the Outreach officers
section of the newsletter.
Publication: It was announced that the WASP would
be out within the next few days. Any articles or ideas
for publications should be submitted to Bob
Trembley.

The meeting was started at 7:30pm.
(Continued on page 22)
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(Continued from page 21)

Special Interest Group reports:
Solar: The latest solar activity was described by
Marty Kunz with assistance from Ken Bertin.
Discussion Group: It was announced that the
December discussion group would be on 12/26 at
Gary Ross’ house in Royal Oak. Starting in January,
the meetings will return to their usual location at
Gary Gathen’s house in Pleasant Ridge.

Presentation (“In the News”): Ken Bertin provided
his biweekly insightful look at the latest
developments in astronomy, astrophysics, and space
exploration.

Tune in to Captains Marty Kunz & Diane Hall for
live radio every Wednesday night at 9:00pm ET.

http://astronomy.fm/space-pirates/

Presentation (short talk): Gary Ross presented his
talk titled “In Search of Omega Centauri, Part II”,
where he waxed nostalgic about the most glorious of
globular clusters, discussed some of the key facts
concerning the object, and highlighted high northern
latitude attempts at observation.
Presentation (long talk): Diane Hall presented her
talk titled “In Search of Planet Vulcan”, which
provided an overview of the history and science of
the search for an undiscovered innermost planet in
our solar system.

The meeting was ended around 10:00pm.
Chuck Dezelah

A larger view of M31 from the Hi-Def Panoramic View. Credit: NASA, ESA, B.F.Williams, L.C. Johnson, PHAT team, R. Gendler
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2015 WINTER SHOWS
Wednesdays at 7:00—8:30PM
Each show offers: Q&A, lecture, star show, handouts and a door prize
Jan. 14 – Look Up! What can we see in Southfield Skies – Lets explore star patterns of the night sky (Constellations.)
Strange motions of Moon and Planets against our night sky will be explained. .Let’s find our way by “star hopping” in the
night sky. Learn how to make and use a “planisphere.”
Jan. 21 – Exploring our 13 Planet Solar System (Part ) Rocky Planets – The composition of our Solar System:
We’ll compare the rocky inner planets, Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars and Dwarf Planet, Ceres. Accomplishments of our
new Mars rover, Curiosity, will be discussed.
Jan. 28 – Exploring our 13 Planet Solar System (Part 2) Gas Giants – What are the planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus
and Neptune like? Was the planet Pluto really demoted? What is the “Kuiper Belt and Oort Cloud” - what’s in them?
Where are Voyager I and II spacecraft now?
Feb. 4 – Earth in the Goldilocks Zone – How scientists believe our Earth/Moon system formed. Lunar and Solar eclipses will be explained as well as the Aurora. We’ll see Aurora clips from the International Space Station and Cadillac,
Michigan. Seasons on Earth and Mars will be compared.
Feb 11 – Guest: NASA/JPL Solar System Ambassador – Robert Trembley – Robert has several topics he can present. What are NASA’s plans for planetary and space exploration? How much of a threat are Asteroids to Earth? If time
permits we’ll take a visual trip through the Orion Nebula.
Feb 18 – Sky Tellers – The myths, the magic and the mysteries of the Universe –We’ll listen to Native American sky
tales with a scientific analogy. This is a time to ask questions about our universe or tell your own sky story as the stars
glide across the sky dome. (Very relaxing)
Feb 25 – Telescopes and Binoculars – How they work & what you can see with them – Differences in telescopes,
how they work, how to use them, and what you can see with them will be explained. Which type is best for you? We’ll
point out on our star dome the objects that can be seen with a small telescope or binoculars. What about Light Pollution?
Can we “save the night?”
Mar 4 – From Quarks to the Edge of the Universe – Using the scale, Powers of 10, we’ll explore the Cosmos from
Quarks to the Edge of the Universe. Where does Earth reside on the grand scale of the cosmos? We’ll explore our Milky
Way Galaxy, nebulae, star clusters, and galaxy groups out to the edge of the known Universe.
Planetarian: Cliff Jones
19100 Filmore, Southfield, MI 48075
Planetarium: 248-746-8880 Cell: 313-770-7468

Admission:
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Prepaid at Parks and Recreation Dept.*
$5 for residents and $5.50 for non-residents
Eight-show series: $30 for residents
$40 for non-residents

Purchased at the door
$7 for residents and $7.50 non-residents
Series of eight shows $40 for residents
$50 for non-resident

*Southfield P&R Dept., 26000 Evergreen Rd.
Southfield, MI 48037, (248) 796-4620

Private and School Shows Available.

Contact: alcor@warrenastro.org
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Observatory Viewing every Friday & Saturday evening at 7:30pm-10:00pm
Solar Observing every First Sunday of the Month: 12:30pm-3:00pm
Check out the telescope via a real-time webcam!
Acheson Planetarium Shows:
Friday/Saturday

7:00pm

Robot Explorers

Friday/Saturday

8:00pm

Michigan Sky Tonight

Friday/Saturday

9:00pm

Secret Lives of Stars

Saturday

10:30am

One World, One Sky: Big Bird’s Adventure

Saturday

11:30am

Robot Explorers

Saturday

3:30pm

Michigan Sky Tonight

Saturday/Sunday

12:30pm

Young Stargazers Sky Journey

Saturday/Sunday

1:30pm

Michigan Sky Tonight

Image Credit: Cranbrook
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GLAAC is an association of amateur astronomy clubs in Southeastern Michigan who have banded together
to provide enjoyable, family-oriented activities that focus on astronomy and space sciences.
GLAAC is: The Astronomy Club at Eastern Michigan University * Ford Amateur Astronomy Club * Oakland Astronomy
Club * Seven Ponds Astronomy Club * Student Astronomical Society - University of Michigan * Sunset Astronomical
Society * University Lowbrow Astronomers - Ann Arbor * Warren Astronomical Society * Huron-Clinton Metroparks

Club Name & Website

City

Meeting Times

Astronomy Club at Eastern Michigan
University

Ypsilanti/EMU

Every Thursday at 7:30PM in 402 Sherzer

Capital Area Astronomy Club

MSU/Abrams
Planetarium

First Wednesday of each month 7:30 PM

Ford Amateur Astronomy Club

Dearborn

Fourth Thursday of every month (except
November and December) at 5:30 PM

Oakland Astronomy Club

Rochester

Second Sunday of every month (except May)

Seven Ponds Astronomy Club

Dryden

Monthly: generally the Saturday closest to
new Moon

Sunset Astronomical Society

Bay City/Delta
Second Friday of every month
College Planetarium

University Lowbrow Astronomers

Ann Arbor

Third Friday of every month

Warren Astronomical Society

Bloomfield Hills/
Cranbrook &
Warren/MCC

First Monday & third Thursday of every
month 7:30 PM

Warren Astronomical Society:

http://www.warrenastro.org/was/newsletter/

Oakland Astronomy Club:

http://oaklandastronomy.net/newsletters/oacnews.html

Ford Amateur Astronomy Club:

http://www.fordastronomyclub.com/starstuff/index.html

Sunset Astronomical Society:

http://www.sunsetastronomicalsociety.com/SASNewsletters.htm

University Lowbrow Astronomers: http://www.umich.edu/~lowbrows/reflections/

WAS Member Websites
Jon Blum: Astronomy at JonRosie
Carl Randall: Cargeena 2 Astronomy
Bill Beers: Sirius Astro Products
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Jeff MacLeod: A Life Of Entropy
Bob Trembley: Balrog’s Lair

Mercury looked great
and was very easy to
find naked eye, one
degree directly below
Venus, half an hour
after sunset last
night. It will be even
closer to Venus, and
moving slightly to the
right below Venus,
over the next several
days.
Jon Blum
Jan. 6, 2014

WAS members are invited to The Seven Ponds Astronomy Club
monthly meetings. Next meeting: Saturday, January 4, 7:00 PM
More information about upcoming meetings, maps to Seven Ponds
Nature Center, etc. is available at http://bhmich.com/sevenpondsac/.
Please let John Lines know if you might attend so that appropriate
plans can be made: (248) 969-2790, or jelines@yahoo.com

We’d like to see your photos and articles in the W.A.S.P.
Your contribution is ESSENTIAL! — This is YOUR publication!
Send items to: publications@warrenastro.org
Documents can be submitted in Microsoft Word (.doc or .docx), Open Office (.ods), or Text (.txt)
formats, or put into the body of an email. Photos can be embedded in the document or attached to the
email and should be under 2MB in size. Please include a caption for your photos, along with dates

taken, and the way you ’d like your name to appear.
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